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ABSTRACT 

 
Most current gene detection systems are Bio-informatics based methods. Despite the number of 

Bio-informatics based gene detection algorithms applied to CEGMA (Core Eukaryotic Genes 

Mapping Approach) dataset, none of them have introduced a pre-model to increase the 

accuracy and time reduction in the different CEGMA datasets.  This method enables us to 

significantly reduce the time consumption for gene detection and increases the accuracy in the 

different datasets without loss of Information.  This method is based on feature based Principal 

Component Analysis (FPCA). It works by projecting data elements onto a feature space, which 

is actually a vector space that spans the significant variations among known data elements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Communication networks make physical distances worthless. People can communicate with each 

other through the networks without any restriction of the real distance. While we treasure the ease 

of being connected, it is also recognized that a gene users from one place can cause severe 

damages to wide areas. Generally a gene is defined as “any set of actions that attempt to 

compromise the integrity, confidentiality or availability of information resources.” The 

identification of such a set of malicious actions is called gene detection problem. The Gene 

detection systems are an integral package in any well configured and managed computer system 

or network. Generally Gene detection systems may be some software or hardware systems that 

monitor the different events occurring in the actual system and analyzing them for effective 

detection.  

 

There are two major approaches in gene detection: anomaly detection and misuse detection. 

Misuse detection consists of first recording and representing the specific patterns of genes, then 

monitoring current applications for such patterns, and reporting the matches. There are several 

developed models in misuse gene detection [1] [2]. They differ in representation as well as the 

matching algorithms employed to detect such threat patterns. Anomaly detection, on the other 

hand, consists of building models from normal data and then detects variations from the normal 

model in the observed data. The main advantage with anomaly gene algorithms is that they can 
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detect new forms of genes, because these new genes will probably deviate from the normal 

original behavior of genes [3]. 

 

There are many Gene detection systems developed for gene detection. But most of them apply an 

algorithm directly [4, 5, 6] on the rough data obtained from traffic or other local or remote 

applications which increases the consumption time. The CEGMA gene detection datasets [7] are 

an example for these algorithms. To overcome the draw back of high time consumption, a method 

was proposed for gene detection based on the principal component analysis (PCA) [8]. This 

method Extracts the main components (repetitive components) of the incoming dataset and 

performs the gene detection only for those components. However this method reduces the time 

consumption but reduces the accuracy. To overcome this drawback another method is proposed 

named as advanced PCA. This method accomplishes with the clusters of incoming dataset based 

upon their header information. Though this method increases the accuracy and reduces the time 

consumption but there is possibility to alter the incoming bio informatics at switching stages. 

Thus it can be considered as valid. To overcome this drawback there should be another parameter 

to analyze the incoming informatics. This paper proposes a method to overcome the drawback of 

previous method by introducing a new parameter called spectral simulation. This method 

performs the calculation of spectral nature of incoming gene data set if the header of the incoming 

data packet is not matched. The rest of this paper is organized as follows; 

 

Section II gives the detailed description of PCA on the gene data set. Section III gives the cluster 

formation of incoming gene data based on the specific features. Proposed spectral simulation 

method is discussed in section IV. The results obtained are represented in section V and finally 

section VI concludes the paper. 

 

2.  PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA) 
 

This section gives the complete illustration about the principal component analysis and also tells 

how to extract the important (repetitive) features of the complete incoming gene dataset. It is 

often used to reduce the dimension of dataset for easy exploration. It is concerned with explaining 

the variance-covariance structure of a set of variables through a few new variables which are 

functions of the original variables. Principal components are particular linear combinations of the 

p random variables. Let X1, X
2
, …, X

p 
be the P random variables representing p gene datasets 

with three important properties: (1) the principal components are uncorrelated, (2) the first 

principal component has the highest variance, the second principal component has the second 

highest variance, and so on, and (3) the total variation in all the principal components combined is 

equal to the total variation in the original variables X
1
, X

2
, …, X

p
. They are easily obtained from 

an Eigen analysis of the covariance matrix or the correlation matrix of X
1
, X

2
, …, X

p 
[9].  

 

Principal components from the covariance matrix and the correlation matrix are usually not the 

same. In addition, they are not simple functions of the others. When some variables are in a much 

bigger magnitude than others, they will receive heavy weights in the leading principal 

components. For this reason, if the variables are measured on scales with widely different ranges 

or if the units of measurement are not commensurate, it is better to perform PCA on the 

correlation matrix.  

 

Let R be a p x p sample correlation matrix computed from n observations on each of p gene 

datasets X
1
, X

2
, …, X

p
. If (λ

1
, e

1
), (λ

2
, e

2
), …, (λ

p
, e

p
) are the p eigen value-eigenvector pairs of R, 

λ
1 
≥ λ

2 
≥ … ≥ λ

p 
≥ 0, then the i

th 

sample principal component of an observation vector  

x=(x1,x2,…..xp) is  
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                        Where  

                 is the i
th 

eigenvector  

 

And  

 

         is the vector of standardized observations defined as  

                                        
 

Where kx and s
kk 

are the sample mean and the sample variance of the variable X
k
.  

 

The i
th 

principal component has sample variance λ
i 

and the sample covariance of any pair of 

principal components is 0. In addition, the total sample variance in all the principal components is 

the total sample variance in all standardized variables Z
1
, Z

2
, …, Z

p
, i.e.,   

This means that all of the variation in the original dataset is accounted by the principal 

components. But this method allows only repetitive components to classify with the incoming 

data set at testing. This is very effective in reducing the computation time by decreasing the total 

size where as the main draw back of this method, it is not able to give accuracy because when 

there is data set testing which is not a repetitive one. To overcome this problem a cluster based 

PCA is proposed and also discussed briefly in next section. 

 

3. K-PCA 
 

This section provides the information about the PCA based on kernel (clusters) features. Like in 

PCA, the overall idea is to perform a transformation that will maximize the variance of the 

captured variables while minimizing the overall covariance between those variables. Using the 

kernel trick, the covariance matrix is substituted by the Kernel matrix and the analysis is carried 

analogously in feature space. An Eigen value decomposition is performed and the eigenvectors 

are sorted in ascending order of Eigen values, so those vectors may form a basis in feature space 

that explain most of the variance in the data on its first dimensions. 

 

However, because the principal components are in feature space, we will not be directly 

performing dimensionality reduction. Suppose that the number of observations m exceeds the 

input dimensionality n. In linear PCA, we can find at most n nonzero Eigen values. On the other 

hand, using Kernel PCA we can find up to m nonzero Eigen values because we will be operating 

on an  mxm kernel matrix [10]. When the external features of all variables are matched with the 

features of variables present in database the gene is said to be detected, otherwise the variables 

are allowed for further process. Though this method increases the accuracy and reduces the time 

consumption but there is possibility to alter the incoming bio informatics of the gene dataset at 

various switching stages. Thus it can be considered as valid gene. To overcome this drawback 

there should be another parameter to analyze the incoming informatics. The next section gives the 

information about the spectral properties of incoming gene dataset which are allowed to further 

process. 
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4. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

This method overcomes the above mentioned problem by extracting the spectral features of the 

incoming gene dataset. This method allows the comparison of spectral features of incoming 

dataset along with the normal features. In this method the internal features of the incoming gene 

dataset are also going to be compared with the features of dataset in the database. Then only they 

are going to allow for further process. Before this the complete spectral features of the gene 

dataset are have to be evaluated. For this purpose the complete incoming dataset is going to be 

represented in Binary format (1’s and 0’s).After this each and every gene is represented with a bit 

vector. This paper assumes the spectral characteristics of a gene data set as,  

 

1. No of switching states out of all bits. I.e. how much number of times the bits changed 

their state out of all bits.  

2. The symmetry property.  

3. The transition time taken from one bit to next bit.  

 

This spectral property plays a vital role in this paper. Based upon these spectral properties the 

incoming dataset is going to be tested and allowed for further process The data set present in the 

personal computer is divided into clusters based upon their headers as shown below. 

 
 

Figure1: clusters of data base 

 

The incoming data set is compared with these clusters. If the header of a incoming data set is 

matched with any one of the clusters header it is detected as valid gene. This is processed out in 

previous approach. 

 

In this approach first the present dataset is divided into clusters and also their spectral 

characteristics are calculated as follows: 

 

Let a gene is represented with the bit vector shown below 

 

 
1     0     1    0    0     1    1    0     1    0 

 

The total number of bits=10 

The total number switching states=7 

The total switching ratio =7/10=.7 
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1        0     1    0     0     1    1    0     1    0 

 
0       1     0       1   1    0    0      1     0     1 

 
Figure2: spectral properties of dataset 

 

Like this the total switching ratio is calculated for each and every data packet and kept in a 

cluster. When the incoming data set is said to matched with the header information of any cluster 

the spectral properties of that incoming dataset is also going to compared with spectral properties 

of the dataset. If they are matched then the incoming data set is said to be gene otherwise it is 

allowed for further process. The data is going to be switched by many steps during transmission. 

So there is possibility to change the header information intentionally and also non-intentionally. 

Non-intentionally means automatic change of header during transmission. There may be a 

possibility to change the header information by hackers also. This is referred to as intentional 

change. So the comparison of spectral properties of incoming dataset increases the accuracy as 

well as reduces the time consumption. The results discussed below gives the graphical 

information about this proposed method. 

 

5. RESULTS 

 
This section gives the illustration about the performance evaluation of the proposed method. 
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Figure 3: data scattering plot for relevance gene           Figure 4: relevance clustering of genomic    

                sequence                                                                        information in k class 
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Figure5: relevance clustering of genomic                            Figure6: cluster relevancy for a single class 

         data set for k-class after spectral mapping                                 observation in 3–set data 
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Figure 7: relevance plot of 1-class among 3-class 

Clustered data at spectral mapping 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

To improve the operation of data mining in this paper a spectral based doing approach is 

proposed. The proposed approach observes the variation in sequence pattern is developed and in 

similarity to a spectral correlation is observed. Pattern having sequence of similar spectral 

information is defined in bit pattern and a similar code is applied for representation to the existing 

coding pattern. For the test of such approach extended format of PCA called Kernel- PCA (K-

PCA) is used. From the obtained observations it is observed that a improvement in processing 

efficiency with respect to  Process time and recall efficiency is observed.   
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